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Founded in 1949 in response to construction demand in the Southwestern United States, 
Stockton Products™ pioneered a wire framework around which stucco could be applied to 
keep it from cracking at stress points. Stockton Products™ developed a welded wire corner 
to meet this need and named it CornerAid®. It quickly became, and remains, the industry 
standard. Over the following 74 years, Stockton Products™ would introduce many unique 
“wire-corner” products including Stainless Steel varieties, Plastic Nose Cornerbead with a  
non-rust high impact PVC nose; ArchAid® for rounded door frames and openings and 
PopOutAid™ used to form decorative pop outs around windows and doors as well as 
other ornamental trim details. 
 
As the business grew and prospered, Stockton Products™ expanded into metal vents, 
reveals, and trims. Today the company manufactures a full line of these products in 
aluminum, galvanized steel, galvalume®, bonderized steel, copper, stainless steel and 
zinc. The company expanded its metal fabrication capabilities with the addition of a fiber 
laser, new press brakes, two small parts brakes and a turret punch to provide a wider 
variety of custom products in heavier gauges with the opening of an additional 
fabrication sites in Southern California and Phoenix. This expanded capability provides 
our customers with unparalleled part quality and reproducibility that is best in class. 
 
Stockton Products™ serves the US and Canada from six manufacturing and warehouse 
locations in the Western US. The company has stocking distributors throughout North 
America. All of Stockton’s products are proudly made in the US. Its product quality, 
consistency, and breadth of offering are widely acknowledged to be the best in the 
industry. The company looks forward to serving your needs today and for another  
70 plus years. 
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